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Live visuals have become a pervasive component of our contemporary 
lives; either as visible interfaces that re-connect citizens and buildings 
overlaying new contextual meaning or as invisible ubiquitous narratives 
that are discovered through interactive actions and mediating screens. 
The contemporary re-design of the environment we live in is in terms of 
visuals and visualizations, software interfaces and new modes of 
engagement and consumption. This LEA volume presents a series of 
seminal papers in the 8eld, o9ering the reader a new perspective on the 
future role of Live Visuals.  

LIVE VISUALS
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A PERCEPTUAL APPROACH 

The article asks whether, and how, an audio-visual 
instrument can be composed in such a way that 
perception is primarily driven through sound orga-
nization, rather than vision. A perceptual approach 
to the question also exposes a scienti!c reasoning for 
artistic perspectives that seem in contradiction. Does 
the visual distract from the aural? Conversely, does 
the aural distract from the visual? Or is the presence 
of each, and the synchronization between, of bene!t 

to both? The article will ultimately discuss and analyze 
how we prioritize the sensory input – how a part of 
the sensory information becomes conscious, and an-
other does not.

Audio-visual experience is not simply the sum of audi-
tory experience and visual experience. Pierre Schaef-
fer argued that sounds must be detached from their 
originating causes to be fully experienced. He wrote: 

“often surprised, often uncertain, we discover that 
much of what we thought we were hearing, was in 
reality only seen, and explained, by the context.” ! The 
act of hearing without seeing the originating cause 
of sounds would enable us to focus on the traits of 
the sound itself, independent of its cause and of its 
meaning. " To the present, acousmatic composers 
such as Francisco Lopez perform in visual darkness to 
potentiate a full sonic experience. Lopez expressively 
states that “the combination of visual darkness and 
being ‘inside’ the sound (…) creates a strong feeling of 
immersion where your own body moves into the per-
ceptive background.” #

Conversely, in his many silent !lms Stan Brakhage as-
pired at highlighting the musical quality of the images 
and their montage, without the distraction imposed by 
sounds. In one of his texts he recalls a certain night of 
his childhood: “I was in an environment silent enough 
to permit me to hear ‘the music of the spheres,’ as it’s 
called, and visually speci!c enough for me to be aware 
of the eye’s pulse of receiving image.” $ According 
to his wife Marilyn Brakhage, he felt that sonic music 
tends to dominate over the more subtle rhythms of vi-
sion. % In his few later audio-visual movies, the primary 
principle was one of non-synchronization, of breaking 
any direct connection between pictures and sounds.

Meghan Stevens assessed that music is pushed to 
the background when the audio-visual relationship 
is fully congruent or incongruent. & The only way to 
highlight the music would be with partial congru-
ency. But ultimately, congruency is subjective with 
abstracting sounds and images, and the role of 
synchrony is debatable. Stevens drew insights from 
Michel Chion. ' This !lmmaker and composer wrote: 

“For the spectator, it is not the acoustical realism so 
much as synchrony above all, and secondarily the fac-
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The text formulates an understanding of how an audio-visual instrument 
can be composed in such a way that the experience is driven through 
sound organization – modulated, but not obfuscated, by a moving image. 
This is particularly challenging, as normally the audio-visual relationship is 
skewed in favor of the visual. The investigation is motivated by insights de-
rived from artistic practice. It outlines psychophysical boundaries with the 
aid of existing cognition/ attention research, and it describes three prin-
ciples for the creation audio-visual instruments. As an example, the article 
describes how they are explored in a speci!c audio-visual instrument, com-
bining an acoustic zither and modi!ed software from audio processing and 
video-game technologies. This instrument addresses the three principles 
while exploring the disparities between an acoustic and a digital output. 
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tor of verisimilitude (verisimilitude arising not from 
truth but from convention), that will lead him or her 
to connect a sound with an event or detail.” ( Yet a 
scienti!c experiment conducted by the psychologists 
M. Kubovy and M. Schutz led to the conclusion that at 
low level in information processing perceptual binding 
prioritizes verisimilitude over synchrony. ) The experi-
ment examined how a visual stimulus may e&ect the 
perceived duration of a sound. It demonstrated that 
this only occurs when both the auditory and the visual 
stimulus seem to come from the same source, and 
that synchronization in itself is not bound to alter how 
we perceive sounds. 

Synchronization in itself does not obfuscate the sonic 
experience. It does not necessarily blind us to the spe-
ci!c qualities of sounds and their organization. Other 
factors do. In pursuing the question of how the audio-
visual can favor the aural, the present investigation 
looks at perception, attention and intensity, binding 
scienti!c research with insights derived from artistic 
practice. It arrives at three principles for the creation 
of audio-visual instruments: 

 » To threshold control and unpredictability for sonic 
complexity and expression – the instrument is here 
not solely a controlled prolongation of the body, 
but also a means of destabilization.

 » To facilitate the perceptual simpli!cation of the 
moving image by applying Gestalt principles and 
avoiding sudden visual changes, which would 
automatically attract attention – minimizing the de-
mand for visual information processing maximizes 
the sonic information in conscious awareness.

 » To establish fungible correspondences between 
the sounds and the visual events – such that the 
audience senses an overall cause-e&ect relation 
but quits trying to understand the instrument and 
focuses on the perceptual experience. 

A monophonic moving image fosters the auditory 
experience, punctuating the sonic construction while 
conveying a sense of total environment. Conscious  
awareness is invited to draw upon the complex and 
often surreptitious organization of sounds. The pro-
posed three  principles result from clarifying a number 
of artistic insights with the aid of existing research 
in psychology and neuroscience. They are a set of 
conditions, and those conditions mark out a territory 
that can be explored in many di&erent ways. To facili-
tate a diversity of explorations, the article provides: 
a summary of correspondences between gestaltist 
principles in audition and vision; an appropriate no-
tion of intensity within the audio-visual context; and a 
taxonomy relating continuities and discontinuities with 
intensity and attention. The applicability of these sys-
tems is also exempli!ed with a detailed de!nition of a 
personal audio-visual instrument.

The principles are meant to inform design strategies, 
and should be considered in conjunction with indi-
vidual artistic idiosyncrasies. The goal then is to man-
age these principles in each creative exploration. My 
personal work has been developed with an acoustic 
multi-string instrument (a zither) and AG#1, a modi-
!cation of software originally written by media artist 
and video-game programmer John Klima (2007). In 
this exploration, we have been careful to distinguish 
between potentially di&erent notions of ‘play’ in music 
and gaming. A detailed comparison exceeds the scope 
of this article, but two divergences are directly related. 
Rather than endeavoring to maximize a transparent 
sense of human-computer interaction, I seek to take 
advantage of, and to even exacerbate the problem-
atic issues of human-machine agency. Considering 
the three principles mentioned, certain disparities 
between the physical input and the digital output are 
especially suitable to explore sonic complexity and 
unpredictability, as well as to create fungible corre-
spondences between the sounds and the visual events. 

Moreover, rather than designing the 3D world and 
the dynamic navigation through it for for a ‘gameful’ 
performance, I design them to emphasize the intrinsic 
cohesion of sound organization.

The article is structured in three parts: foundations, 
extrapolations, and explorations. Part one exposes 
existing research on perception, multi-sensory integra-
tion, attention and intensity. Part two extrapolates 
from the previous, arriving at three principles for the 
creation of audio-visual instruments. Part 3 describes 
how these principles manifest in a speci!c instrument 
that articulates acoustic sound, digital sound and digi-
tal image. 

PART 1 - FOUNDATIONS

Perception, structure and complexity
Perception is a process of multi-sensorial synthesis. 
The same principles govern across multiple sensory 
modalities, all being mutually in'uential despite our 
possible unawareness of such interactions. !* The pri-
mary aim of the brain is to use the information derived 
from the various senses in order to detect, perceive 
and respond appropriately to objects and events. 

From the early 20th century to the present, gestaltist 
psychologists have described how we organize the 
perceptual !eld in the simplest and clearest way 
possible, deriving the meaning of the parts from 
the meaning of the whole. The principles of this 
perceptual organization have been studied in the aural 
and the visual domains. Table 1 summarizes them in 
their most basic form. Research on their subtleties 
could proceed with A.S. Bregman, !! J. Tenney, !" 
B. Snyder,(!# and F. Lerdahl & R. Jackendo& !$ in 
the aural domain; M. Wertheimer, !% E. Rubin, !& K. 
Ko)a(!' and S. Palmer(!( in the visual domain. 

At any time, we are presented with a massive amount 
of stimuli. According to many researchers !) "* in-
coming information transits from sensory memory 
into short-term memory, and subsequently to long-
term memory from where it is constantly retrieved. 
Whilst long-term memory inde!nitely stores a seem-
ingly unlimited amount of information, the rapid decay 
of short-term memory submits the stimuli to strong 
competition. The term working memory refers to the 
structures and processes used for temporarily storing 
and manipulating information. Because perception 
chunks the information, working memory can handle 
large amounts of information simultaneously, through 
cues.

Bob Snyder (composer and cognitive researcher) de-
scribes how the information is chunked continuously 
throughout information processing, from low-level 
stages (e.g. a sound includes a multitude of sound fre-
quencies) to high-level stages (e.g. identifying a sound 
involves retrieving memories). According to him, “the 
focus of conscious awareness could be thought of as 
being at the ‘front edge’ of short-term memory.”("! 
This ‘front edge’ has an even smaller capacity than 
short-term memory – Snyder states that it holds three 
pieces of information at the most. Nevertheless, each 
of these information pieces embeds a hierarchy of 
semi-conscious and unconscious information. 

Snyder describes how categorizing the sensory 
information enables us to operate based on assump-
tions. Events activate parts of long-term memory 
that have been previously activated by similar events. 
Snyder named these long-term memories as concep-
tual categories. Among these long-term memories, 
some become highly activated and conscious, whilst 
others – named semiactivated memories – remain 
unconscious, forming expectations. When new situ-
ations counteract these expectations, they require 
new combinations of cognitive processing. Since this 
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rational thought without abstraction, and there is no 
abstraction without perceptual simpli!cation. Fur-
thermore, one can consciously experience sensorial 
complexity while the brain seeks to form abstractions 
of that same complexity. 

We can enjoy the process in music. Snyder describes 
how music can be playful with our psychological 
tendency to complete a shape despite any exist-
ing gaps.  "# This tendency is the gestalt of closure. 
Closure gives us the sense of cohesion in a musical 
shape (which in turn depends greatly on internalized 
musical traditions). As we experience complexity and 
discontinuity, closure ties musical events together, 
relating them at a higher level of information process-
ing. Partial closure occurs when some parameters of 
musical dimension ful!ll expectations, while others do 
not. These incompletely closed musical phrases cre-
ate expectations of eventual closure. Any more com-
pletely closed musical phrase appearing subsequently 
will then not only close itself, but also close the less 
thoroughly closed musical phrases that appeared prior 
to it.

Je& Pressing (composer and scientist) distinguished 
several types of complexity in order to de!ne the 
structure of musical patterns. "$ Hierarchical com-
plexity refers to the existence of a structure across 
many levels. Snyder’s description of how musical 
events are tied at a higher hierarchical level would 
possibly !t here. Dynamic or adaptive complexity 
refers to a rich range of behaviors over time, or an 
adaptation to unpredictable conditions, or a monitor-
ing of results in relation to a reference source, or an 
anticipation of changes in oneself or the environ-
ment. Information-based complexity involves a target 
problem that requires a solution; since solutions are 
seldom exact, one actually seeks for an approximate 
solution, with a certain amount of tolerance. 

Intensity and musical motion
The composer James Tenney asked which “are the 
factors leading to the discovery of continuity” in mu-
sic.("% He proposed that the cohesion and segregation 
of sounds is primarily determined by the gestalts of 
proximity and similarity, i.e. the perceptual grouping 
of closely located and similar information. Intensity 
would be among the secondary factors. 

Tenney de!ned intensity as “the tendency of an ac-
cented sound to be heard as the beginning of the 
[perceptual] grouping. The relative intensities of 
several concurrent elements in a clang (or several 
monophonic sequences in a polyphonic sequence) are 
also a determinant of textural focus.” "& Tenney spoke 
of “musical or subjective intensity,” assessing that one 
would possibly never be in a position to describe the 
factor of intensity in a satisfactory way. Generally, in-
tensity could be associated with increases in loudness, 
pitch, harmonic dissonance, tonal brightness, speed or 
temporal density.

Snyder adopted Tenney’s notion of intensity "' –  a 
physical property of stimuli, related with preceding, 
simultaneous and subsequent stimuli. Snyder sum-
marized this notion in a very interesting way: “any 
change in a stimulus that causes an increase in neural 
activity.”("( He described musical motion as a continu-
ous oscillation between points of high intensity (cor-
responding to motion or tension) and points of low 
intensity (corresponding to rest or release). Points of 
high intensity indicate instability: we expect the cur-
rent musical structures to move(toward a resolution. 
Conversely, points of low intensity indicate stability: 
musical structures are resolved when a sense of arriv-
ing at a ‘goal’ has been achieved. 

Not only sounds but also moving images are frequent-
ly described in terms of tension and release dynamics. 
Correspondences have been established between 

Phenomenon Visual domain Aural domain

To discern cohesiveness in a 
changeable form (Invariance)

A visual object is recognized in-
dependently of rotation, transla-
tion, scale, elastic deformations, 
lighting and component features 

An auditory stream is perceived 
as a unit in spite of its changes 
over time (stream fusion)

To segregate a form from the 
continuum (Figure/ ground)

Visual !gures are perceived as 
separate from their background

Discerning a sound implies seg-
regating it from the soundscape 

To group closely located ele-
ments (Proximity)

Visual elements that are closer 
together are perceived as a 
coherent object

Sounds are grouped as a single 
event when adequately proximal 
in time (sequential integration) 

To group similar elements 
(Similarity)

Visual elements that look similar 
are grouped as part of the same 
form 

Simultaneous sounds with 
di&erent spectral content are 
grouped when holding the same 
fundamental tone (harmonic 
grouping), or when their fre-
quency components hold similar 
onset time (frequency onset 
grouping) 

To group elements that change 
or move together (Common 
Fate)

In moving image: elements 
that change or move together 
are grouped as a unit. In static 
image: elements with the same 
orientation are grouped as a unit

Sounds that change together 
are grouped as a unit (similarity 
of temporal evolution grouping) 

To bias the grouping of ele-
ments that follow a consistent, 
lawful direction (Good Continu-
ation)

Visual shapes are perceived to 
relate inextricably when a pa-
rameter changes progressively 
(e.g. size, brightness, location)

Sounds are perceived to hold 
immediate relation when a pa-
rameter changes progressively 
(e.g. pitch, loudness, interval) 

To enclose a form despite any 
existing gaps (Closure)

A visual space is enclosed 
by completing a contour and 
ignoring any gaps in the !gure. 
Furthermore, lines and colors 
are tied into shapes, relating at 
higher hierarchical level 

A linear sequence of sounds, 
e.g. a note scale or a sound 
repeating at equal intervals, is 
still perceived as a unit if a note 
or interval diverges. Further-
more, musical phrases are tied 
together, relating at higher 
hierarchical level 

cognitive processing depends greatly on attention, at-
tention is constantly being drawn to the novel aspects 
of situations. 

Novel aspects of situations attract attention, but only 
if they resist perceptual simpli!cation.  In fact, as put 
by the media researcher Herbert Zettl, “(o)ur mental 
operating system encourages a considerable per-

ceptual laziness that shields us from input overload. 
(…) We often see and hear only those details of an 
experience that !t our prejudicial image of what the 
event should be and ignore the ones that interfere 
with that image.” "" However, the term perceptual 
laziness should probably be put in quotes. Our mental 
operating system can be extremely active while simpli-
fying the sensory information. There is no structured 

Table 1. Gestalt principles of perceptual organization. 
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speed of sound and image, timbre and color, ampli-
tude and luminosity, ") but these topics fall out of this 
article’s scope. 

Multisensory integration, attention and causation
The question here is how one can draw upon complex 
sonic constructions in audio-visual performance. The 
problem is the stimuli competition to access con-
scious awareness during  “the forging of an immediate 
and necessary relationship between something one 
sees and something one hears.” #* The term multi-
sensory integration refers to the set of processes by 
which information arriving from the individual senses 
interacts and in'uences processing in other sensory 
modalities, conveying a uni!ed experience of multi-
sensory events. 

While we process the sensory information, divergenc-
es across the sensory modalities can produce phe-
nomena known as multisensory illusions. For example, 
the ventriloquist e"ect #! is a phenomenon in which a 
sound is perceived to occur at or towards the location 
of a spatially disparate visual stimulus that occurs at 
the same time. The sound-induced double-#ash illu-
sion #" refers to how a single 'ash of light, presented 
concurrently with a train of various short tone pips, is 
perceived as two or more 'ashes. The McGurk e"ect## 
occurs when speech sounds do not match the sight 
of simultaneously seen lip movements – it leads to a 
perception of a phoneme that is di&erent from both 
the auditory and visual inputs. Furthermore, the per-
ceived duration of auditory events can be shortened 
or lengthened by con'icting visual information. #$ #%
Researchers in psychology proposed that visual stim-
uli tend to dominate in the processing of spatial char-
acteristics (as with the ventriloquist e&ect) and that 
auditory stimuli tend to dominate in the processing of 
temporal characteristics (as with the sound-induced 
double-'ash illusion). #& Michel Chion also stated that 

the aural supports the visual: “the eye perceives more 
slowly [than the ear] because it has more to do all 
at once; it must explore in space as well as following 
along in time (…) Why don’t the myriad rapid visual 
movements in kung fu or special e&ect movies create 
a confusing impression? The answer is that they are 

”spotted” by rapid auditory punctuation.” #' “What we 
hear is what we haven’t had time to see.” #(
Audition may dominate in the processing of temporal 
characteristics, and be crucial to visual information 
processing. Yet, the timings and intervals of a sonic 
construction may not be experienced when that sonic 
construction is coupled with moving images. In other 
words, the visual tends to obfuscate the aural. Timings 
and intervals are formed through relations between 
sonic events, and many of these events (the most 
subtle ones in particular) may not reach conscious 
awareness. 

In many scienti!c experiments, when participants 
were presented with audio-visual stimuli in a speeded 
discrimination task, they failed to respond to the audi-
tory component signi!cantly more often than to the 
visual. The phenomenon is known as Colavita visual 
dominance e"ect. #) Perception seems to delay 
the aural when the audio-visual linkage is verisimilar. 
Pressing observed that, in digital 3D environments, 

“where a direction of causation is discernible, it oper-
ates from visual event to sound event and not the 
reverse. Nevertheless, sometimes the sound for a 
new cinematic scene can precede the visual image.” $* 
Possibly due to this sonic ‘delay,’ 3D animators often 
place the sound of a footstep slightly before the foot 
actually hits the ground.

The visual tends to dominate in conscious awareness, 
but recent scienti!c research con!rms that it can 
also subordinate to the aural: “The visual channel is 
sampled before, or possibly more frequently than the 

auditory channel. However, because this di&erence in 
sampling rate (or bias) may be attentional in nature, it 
can be manipulated by focusing attention on one sen-
sory modality or another.” $! This scienti!c conclusion 
is a steppingstone to the present investigation. 

Attention dynamics are hence of major importance 
here. Attention is exogenous (or bottom-up) when au-
tomatically driven through stimuli, and endogenous (or 
top-down) when more under individual control. $" At-
tention is typically drawn to events that are infrequent 
in time or in space – e.g. to stimuli that appear or dis-
appear in a sudden manner. These events are of high 
biological relevance. They cause the nervous system 
to respond strongly and automatically. Conversely, at-
tention is under greater individual control when there 
are no salient changes. 

Attention determines whether an event possesses 
greater or lesser resolution in the perceptual 'ux. A 
researcher in the !eld explains: “At any point in time, 
the information that gains access to working mem-
ory is selected by a competitive process (…) Signal 
strength re'ects the combined e&ects of the quality 
of the encoded information, top-down bias signals, 
and bottom-up salience !lters.” $# Attention causes 
working memory to optimize the resolution of the 
information concerning its target. This optimization 
occurs when the sensory organs are directed toward 
the target, and/ or when the sensitivity of neural cir-
cuits is modulated accordingly. Working memory then 
improves the quality of related information process-
ing in all domains: sensory, motor, internal state, and 
memory. 

An important question here is whether automatic at-
tention and deliberate attention have equal impact 
in multisensory integration. Endogenous (deliberate) 
attention has an in'uence when there is considerable 
competition between inputs to di&erent modalities, 

and the attention target has to be selected deliberate-
ly. $$ Scienti!c experiments occur in very controlled 
environments. Thus one should be careful with ex-
tending certain conclusions to situations where many 
diverging stimuli are competing to reach conscious 
awareness.

That been said, a number of experiments demonstrat-
ed how automatic attention in'uences multisensory 
integration, and deliberate attention does not. For 
example, the ventriloquist e&ect has been shown to 
largely re'ect automatic sensory interactions, with 
little or no in'uence from deliberate attention. $% 
Similarly, Van der Burg et al conducted experiences 
showing that, given a sound and a speci!c target in a 
visual !eld, the target only ‘pops out’ if changes in the 
sound and image signals are both synchronized and 
abrupt. $& In other words, if sound and image prompt 
automatic attention simultaneously. 

Regardless of whether attention is automatic or delib-
erate, multisensory interactions are greatly driven by 
the primary aim of the brain. We need to make sense 
of the environment in order to survive. The interac-
tions themselves consist of a reciprocal mapping be-
tween auditory and visual information. M. Kubovy and 
M. Schutz speak of the product of such interactions as 
audiovisual objects, stating: “even though we perceive 
the world and not percepts, we cannot dispense with 
mind-dependent concepts, and indeed entities.” $'
Kubovy and Schutz conducted an experiment showing 
that, above all, the “[perceptual] binding depends on 
the ecological !t between visible events and sounds. 
For example, the sound of a marimba binds with the 
visible impact because such an impact could have 
produced such a percussive sound.” $( The visible 
impact altered the perceived duration of the marimba 
sound, even when that sound was delayed (up to 700 
ms). The seen moment of impact was also simultane-
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ous with the onset of non-percussive sounds, which 
kept the same perceived duration. $) The experiment 
showed that multisensory interactions were not just 
due to synchrony. Synchrony may cause us to bind 
aural and visual, but it is not bound to skew one sense 
in favor of the other.

PART 2 - EXTRAPOLATIONS

Perception is conditioned through multisensory in-
tegration, which in turn is in'uenced by attention. In 
many aspects, vision tends to dominate over audition, 
but attention can be manipulated so that audition 
dominates over vision. One can extrapolate require-
ments for one sense to dominate over another, by 
considering how attention is driven through continu-
ities and discontinuities, and how it simultaneously 
in'uences how these continuities and discontinuities 
are perceived. If an audio-visual instrument addresses 
these requirements speci!cally for the aural, it can 
highlight the subtle complexities of sound organiza-
tion in the audience’s experience.

(Re)de+ning intensity
How can we de!ne intensity in cross-sensorial terms? 
Snyder’s expression is most useful here – intensity is 
any change in the stimuli chain causing an increase in 
neural activity. His description of musical motion is ap-
propriate – it operates through an oscillation between 
high intensity (tension) and low intensity (release). 
However, Snyder speaks of intensity as related to 
qualities that are speci!c to sounds. 

The question of how the aural can dominate over the 
visual should consider the impact of stimuli, rather 
than the stimuli themselves. In truth, a stimulus is 
likely to be acknowledged (and potentially cause an 
increase in neural activity) when contrasting with 
panorama; yet the same stimulus may be overlooked 

when competing with other equally bold, or bolder, 
stimuli. For example, a sound may stand out in a quiet 
environment, and disappear in a loud environment. 
The color red stands out in a black-and-white environ-
ment, but not in a yellow-red environment. Moreover, 
a salient, unusual event is necessarily intense as it 
automatically attracts attention, but a minute variation 
on a common event can be equally intense if attention 
is being paid to it, and working memory optimizes its 
resolution.

To begin with, intensity must refer to events rather 
than to any physical properties of sounds or images, 
and these events must be considered within the sen-
sorial context. For example, both the abrupt appear-
ance of a stimulus, or its abrupt disappearance, can 
make for an event to be highly intense. Moreover, an 
appropriate notion of intensity must also comprise the 
perceiving subject: attention and multisensory integra-
tion are determinant to whether the chain of stimuli 
causes an increase or a decrease in neural activity. 

The same event can be highly intense when under 
focus in conscious awareness, and not intense at all 
when ignored. The intrinsic qualities of sounds and 
images – e.g. loudness, pitch, color, timbre, dissonance, 
or brightness – must be prioritized in multisensory 
integration in order to be consciously grasped. The 
process depends greatly on attention. 

It has been previously mentioned that the competi-
tion between stimuli to access conscious awareness 
evaluates ‘signal strengths’ derived from the combined 
e&ects of deliberate attention, automatic attention, 
and the quality of encoded information. %* I propose 
that intensity derives from this comparison. From this 
angle, intensity is a psychophysical property that is di-
rectly proportional to the impact of a change. Thus, it 
depends on the event itself, on cross-sensorial interac-
tions with other events, and on the current perceptual 

resolution, which depends on the current focus of at-
tention (Figure 1). 

Considering the inextricable relation between inten-
sity and attention garners a useful perspective over 
musical motion, be it sonic, visual, or audio-visual. 
Musical motion thus appears through the interplay of 
discontinuities and continuities, as it is this interplay 
conducting the interplay of exogenous and endog-
enous attention.  

Continuities and discontinuities
Whether musical motion is sonic or audio-visual, the 
interplay of continuities and discontinuities funda-
mentally directs attention. The intensity of each event 
depends greatly upon its relation with other events, as 
well as upon the current state of the person’s atten-
tion. For example, a certain event can be more intense 
when preceded by a moment of low intensity, i.e. of 
rest. Moreover, events can increase or decrease in 
intensity due to changes in the perceptual resolution, 
rather than to actual changes in the chain of sounds or 
images. For example, continuities can become discon-
tinuities – increasing in intensity – and discontinuities 
can become continuities – decreasing in intensity. 

The complex dramaturgy of musical motion cannot 
be described to its fullest extent, but it is useful to 
systemize how attention relates to di&erent modes of 
continuity and discontinuity. The following terminol-
ogy proposes a distinction between a sense of conti-
nuity that is primarily driven from stimuli (exogenous), 
and a sense of continuity that depends more on the 

individual (endogenous). It also proposes a distinction 
between radical discontinuities, which impose disrup-
tion, and ambivalent discontinuities, whose acknowl-
edgement depends on the perceptual resolution. 

Exogenous continuity is of low intensity. It occurs when 
there is no signi!cant change from one event to the 
following: when subsequent events seem unequivocally 
related. A constantly changing emission can also exhibit 
exogenous continuity, as change becomes the norm. Ex-
ogenous continuity can be steady or progressive. Steady 
continuity has no intrinsic motion: it is of lowest intensity. 
Being steady and continuous, it dispenses with attention. 
Conscious awareness is likely to focus on any simulta-
neously 'uctuating chain of information, or alternately, 
upon internal states. Progressive continuity occurs when 
successive events display a similar interval of motion. It 
ful!lls the expectation that once something begins to 
move in a certain direction, it will continue to move in 
that direction (gestalt of good continuation). 

Discontinuity counteracts expectations: the sequence 
of elements is not foreseen. Radical discontinuity is 
disruptive. It corresponds to the sudden appearance of 
a bold stimulus, or the sudden interruption of cohesive 
motion. The event is of highest intensity, corresponding 
to a drastic change – it automatically attracts attention. 
Ambivalent discontinuity is simultaneously continuous 
and discontinuous. At lower perceptual resolution, the 
foreseeable logic is shifted without disruption. At high 
resolution, the discontinuity becomes more intense. 
Higher intensity implies greater attention, and lower in-
tensity implies lesser attention.

Figure 1. The intensity of an 

event depends on the event 

itself, on cross-sensorial 

interactions with other 

events, and on individual 

attention. © Adriana Sa, 

2012. Used with permission.
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Finally, endogenous continuity ‘wraps’ musical motion, 
binding all types of continuities and discontinuities in 
meaningful ways. Endogenous continuity occurs at 
high hierarchical level in the perceptual organization. It 
requires the use of long-term memory, attention and 
conscious awareness.

Using continuities and discontinuities 
In many musical languages, sounds relate in surrepti-
tious manners. Irregular and multi-layered, the sonic 
motion ties and unties many sonic qualities at many 
hierarchical levels, inviting perception to navigate be-
tween detail and structure. Such sonic orchestration 
shapes the whole range of continuities and disconti-
nuities, ful!lling, tempting or violating expectations. 
Experiencing cohesion within such complexity (i.e. es-
tablishing endogenous continuity) requires attending 
how the aural unfolds: how a moment in the musical 
motion reports to a multitude of previous sounds, si-
lences, or kaleidoscopic soundscapes.

If we close our eyes, perceptual resolution increases 
and decreases according to the sonic motion. If the 
desire is to maintain this same perceptual oscillation 
when a person looks at the screen, one must not 
employ radical visual discontinuities, such as image 
cuts, because these would automatically attract atten-
tion. Radical visual discontinuities would disrupt the 
sense of auditory continuity. %! Synchronized or not, 
such discontinuities would blind us to the nuances of 
sounds and the logics of sound organization. 

The diagram in Figure 2 shows how to articulate 
continuities and discontinuities instead. The sonic mo-
tion oscillates between points of lowest intensity and 
points of highest intensity, and apprehending its cohe-
sion requires an individual to establish endogenous 
continuity. In-between steady continuities and radical 
discontinuities, there are gradients of ambivalence – 
experiencing continuity or discontinuity depends then 
on deliberate attention. If the desire is to invite at-
tention to focus on the wealth of sounds, the moving 
image should not attract attention automatically – its 
discontinuities should not exceed medium intensity.

While multiple visual changes may occur at once, they 
should converge into a same form. This is a second 
condition to subordinate the visual motion to the 
aural. In many audio-visual performances, the moving 
image orchestrates a number of di&erent shapes – 
musical voices – that change simultaneously forming 
polyphonic movements. These movements create as 
much, frequently more tension and release than does 
sound. Thus, the audio-visual skews visually: the de-
mand for visual information processing obfuscates the 
sonic experience, blinding perception to the nuances 
of sound organization. My alternative approach is to 
minimize the amount of mental activity that the visual 
information imposes on working memory. Hence, a 
monophonic moving image brings an environmental 
context to the sonic experience, punctuating the sonic 
motion in non-disruptive ways (Table 2).

Permeability and sonic expression
Perception entails a tendency to simplify information 
through all manner of assumptions, but simultane-
ously we can be consciously aware of the broad mem-
brane of complexity formed of that same information. 
Perceptual simpli!cation suits the primary aim of the 
brain and the limited capacity of short-term memory. 
It dominates when we focus on a purpose, such as 
accomplishing a task. Another mode of perception is 
possible when we are not driven by any purpose, fo-
cusing on the experience itself. 

Whereas focusing on a purpose frames the mind 
through previous information, art invites us to another 
sort of experience: the brain makes use of assump-
tions to simplify and clarify the perceptual !eld, and 
simultaneously it draws upon their ambivalence. The 
work shapes a !eld of possible experiences, with vary-
ing complexity and non-univocal meanings. It can be 
accessed via multiple perspectives. It can transcend 
any of these perspectives, indicating their subjectivity. 

Art invites perception to bind the information without 
subordinating to any goals. It conducts attention be-
yond the pragmatic simpli!cation so useful to handle 

the world – one draws upon elements that are usually 
ignored. Susan Broadhurst outlines the neural implica-
tions of such non-pragmatic experience: “all works 
of art that (…) frustrate our expectations of any clear 
resolution (…) are likely to activate a speci!c area of the 
frontal lobe which appears to deal with the resolution 
of perceptual/ experiential con'ict.” %"
Playing with those expectations, many artistic prac-
tices relate Pressing’s hierarchical complexity and his 
dynamic or adaptive complexity. To these artists, the 
adaptation to the unexpected can reveal a structure in 
the indeterminable. In the 1950s, John Cage proposed 
that uncontrolled features are creative matter, and 
many recent performance languages address them 
as such. %#(%$ Cage tossed I-Ching coins and Tarot 
to score many of his pieces. His strong assimilation of 
Eastern philosophies is well known, and these philoso-
phies suggest that suppressing intention is required to 
permeate a relation between all things. Today one can 
also speak of this major order in scienti!c terms. The 
Chaos theory, the existence of an order underlying ap-
parently random facts, implies what Karl Popper named 
causal chance: “It was only the incompleteness of our 
knowledge which gave rise to this kind of chance.” %%

Sound Moving image Relative intensities Results

Steady continuity Progressive continu-
ities and ambivalent 
discontinuities

The aural is less in-
tense than the visual

Because neither 
sound nor image are 
disruptive, perception 
is invited to draw upon 
ambivalent discontinui-
ties

Progressive continu-
ities and ambivalent 
discontinuities

Progressive continu-
ities and ambivalent 
discontinuities

The aural is as intense 
as the visual

Progressive continu-
ities and ambivalent 
discontinuities

Radical discontinuity Progressive continu-
ities and ambivalent 
discontinuities

The aural is more in-
tense than the visual

Because the aural 
is disruptive and the 
visual is not, the aural 
subordinates the visual 
within multisensory 
integration

Table 2. Perceptual integration of the sonic and the visual motion. © Adriana Sa, 2012. Used with permission.

Figure 2. Articulating the 

sonic and the visual motion 

for the experience to be 

driven through sound 

organization. © Adriana Sa, 

2012. Used with permission.
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As a performer I feel that dealing with ‘chance’ is a way 
to permeate rather than impose a structure upon the 
sensory complexity. An instrument is simultaneously 
a controlled prolongation of the body, and a means of 
expanding action beyond intention. It is both a tool and 
an entity in itself. As such, a threshold exists between 
its unpredictability and the performer’s control. Manipu-
lating this threshold potentiates an artist’s idiosyncratic 
expression. An unexpected, often minute event can 
produce compelling performative tension. It causes a 
minimal, yet graspable hesitation – a moment of sus-
pense. Resolving the musical challenge in good time 
then causes a sensation of release. The performer’s 
expression transpires openness to the Now in transfor-
mation.

Thresholding causation
Returning to the relation between audition and vision, 
transparent cause-e&ect relationships can be as prob-
lematic as radical visual discontinuities and polyphonic 
visual movements. Many composers %& %' are well 
aware that perception tends to bias those sonic events 
and qualities which help visual apprehension. It tends to 
subordinate other qualities such as timbre, texture, vi-
bration, and the nuances of the performer’s expression, 
which form the wealth of multilayered relations among 
the sounds themselves. On the other hand, discerning 
causation brings an additional layer to the experience: 
an audio-visual instrument can be a creative work in 
itself. The question is how to evidence causation, and 
simultaneously confound the cause and e&ect relation-
ships. The audience should bind aural and visual, yet 
remain unsure about the actual audio-visual mapping. 

The role of synchronization in this process seems de-
batable. Whereas Chion states that synchronization 
leads inevitably to perceptual binding, %( Kubovy and 
Schutz state that it does not. %) To Chion, synchrony is 
more relevant than verisimilitude because verisimilitude 
arises from ‘convention’ rather than ‘truth.’ Given the 

term convention, his type of verisimilitude is symbolic, 
which makes binding undoable. Conversely, Kubovy’s 
and Schutz’s binding occurs at lower level in informa-
tion processing. As the marimba sound binds with 
the visual impact, which seems to have caused it, the 
audio-visual linkage becomes so plausible that binding 
becomes undoable.

Perception seems anxious to bind synchronized infor-
mation, but depending on verisimilitude it may do so, 
or it may not. Consistent synchronization makes the 
mechanical connection unequivocal. We are driven 
to form conclusive concepts at the expense of over-
looking or skewing any con'icting information. Con-
versely, fungible audio-visual correspondences foster 
ambiguity. One senses causation, but cause and e&ect 
relationships are confounding. Perception keeps ac-
knowledging con'icting information, embracing con-
vergences and divergences with inconclusive concepts.

With a fungible audio-visual mapping, cause-e&ect re-
lationships range from transparent to opaque. Points 
of sensory unison provide a sense of connection, but 
it becomes unclear whether such unison is purely per-
ceptual, or if it corresponds to actual instrument map-
pings. Whilst these unions are indicative of the instru-
ment, confounded cause-e&ect relationships invite the 
audience to ‘quit trying to understand’ the instrument, 
and rather explore perception itself. 

Principles for audio-visual instruments
The previous extrapolations can be summarized in 
three principles which de!ne an audio-visual instru-
ment that emphasizes the sonic experience:

 » To confound causation in the audio-visual map-
ping, by creating fungible rather than consistently 
transparent correspondences between sounds and 
visual events.

 » To convey sonic complexity and expressiveness, 
while thresholding certain unpredictability in the 
sonic output.

 » To facilitate the perceptual simpli!cation of the 
moving image, by ruling out disruptive visual 
changes and minimizing divergences in visual 
movements occurring at the same time.

PART 3 - EXPLORATIONS

The three principles for audio-visual instruments can 
manifest in many di&erent ways. My personal research 
has been developed with an instrument whose output 
combines acoustic sound, digital sound and digital 
image. 

A personal instrument
With an audio-visual instrument combining acoustic 
and digital, physical gesture plays an important role 
in whether its mechanics are transparent or not. 
Whereas the synchronization of gesture, sound and 
image corresponds to a transparent interaction with 
the instrument, desynchronizing any of these ele-
ments blurs its mechanics. Quoting Simon Emmerson, 

“we may opt for a more ambiguous relationship, mixing 
some directly perceivable cause-e&ect chains with (a) 
relationships between performer gesture and result 
which the performer may understand but the audi-
ence not, or (b) relationships of a more ‘experimental’ 
nature the outcomes of which may not be fully pre-
dictable.” &*
The instrument includes a zither and AG#1, a modi!ed 
software combining video-game and audio processing 
technologies, in which sound and image a&ect each 
other reciprocally (Figure 3). &! &" A video-game en-
gine is appropriate for rendering a digital 3D world and 
making the position of elements in that world have an 
impact on the spatialisation of related sounds. Some 

people also elaborate on a (debatable) connection 
between playing games and music. Works by John 
Klima,(&# &$ Mick Grierson, &% Robert Hamilton, && or 
Florent Berthaut et al. &' make obvious references 
to video-gaming while using participatory interaction, 
1stperson player-paradigms and allusive iconography.

This is not the present case. AG#1, the digital compo-
nent of my audio-visual instrument, is a modi!cation 
of software originally written by Klima (video-game 
programmer and media artist). My modi!cations 
circumvented the original functions and creative 
guidelines. The audience does not interact with the 
instrument. There are no allusive icons or player-par-
adigms. The performer does not face the screen. The 
interaction with the instrument is not fully transparent. 
Control and unpredictability are thresholded to po-
tentiate performative expression. The audio-visual is 
architected to emphasize the sonic experience. 

AG#1 detects amplitude and frequency from the zither 
input. The zither playing drops audio-visual objects 
in the digital 3D space. These objects emerge as light 
particles, which emit pre-recorded sounds (Figure 
4). The acoustic input detection also determines how 
the virtual camera moves, producing an undulating 
view over an unchangeable landscape. As the camera 
moves and the sound-emitting particles remain where 
they were dropped, the digital sounds are spatialized 
accordingly.

With 2D sound, each aspect of the sound environ-
ment is directed to a particular output speaker. With 
3D sound, output depends upon the position of the 
source in the 3D world, relative to the 3D camera/ 
listener. If the camera/listener or the sound-source 
moves, the audio output re'ects this shift. This is 
achieved by constantly altering how the signal is rout-
ed to the output channels.
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On modifying video-game software for an instru-
ment combining acoustic and digital
As a rule-based software, AG#1 embeds a set of ‘if-
then’ statements using a set of assertions, to which 
rules on how to act upon those assertions are as-
signed. Whilst these statements rule out undesired 
outcomes, their combination with each other and with 
the acoustic input generates complexity and certain 
unpredictability. 

Combining acoustic and digital within a single instru-
ment entails addressing their fundamental di&erences. 
As Thor Magnusson observes, the body of the acous-
tic instrument is physical: the interface and the sound 
engine are one and the same. Diversely, the body of 
the digital instrument is intrinsically theoretical: there 
is no natural mapping between physical input and 
digital output. Furthermore, “it is the designer who 
decides with clear rational arguments what is revealed 
and what is concealed in the use of the system  (…) 
This activity of blackboxing, of creating abstractions 
of activities where bodily movements and thoughts 
are represented as discrete chunks in time, grounds 
the complexity and the non-transparency of digital 
tools.” &(
The coder frames and freezes his or her a&ordances 
through symbols: code. If the ‘user’ explores ways of 
unfreezing these a&ordances, this entails an ideologi-
cal dimension. Particularly interesting is if the original 
coder actually collaborates by revealing what was con-
cealed – then the process involves negotiation. Such 

is the present case: Klima showed me how to change 
several functionalities in his code. In this modi!ca-
tion I consideredmy idiosyncrasies as a performer, my 
non-traditional modes of playing a speci!c zither, and 
research on how the aural can subordinate the visual. 
I changed the audio-visual reactions to the sonic in-
put, the digital audio and its mappings, the 3D-world 
design, the images applied to the 3D-world, and the 
parameter con!gurations. 

Whereas software con!guration requires looking at 
the screen, in performance my interfaces are solely 
the zither and the game pad. My graphic scores sketch 
musical sequencing, density and texture. But real-time 
decisions and timings are primarily visceral, as my zith-
er playing dwells with digital mappings and constraints.

Fungible correspondences between sound and 
image
The moving image is projected over me, and I dress 
white. This reinforces its environmental role, and it 
brings the 3D world into the physical space – the 
performative arena includes both. Standing in front of 
the screen, I sense the image solely as light. The image 
has an impact upon the audience’s sonic experience, 
but disparities between their experience and mine are 
limited if the visual subordinates to the aural. 

3D sound with multi-channel di&usion would inevitably 
link digital sound and image. AG#1 outputs 3D sound, 
but I use inverted stereo instead. As digital sounds 
move through the speakers, their speed equals the 

visual. But their spatialization does not simulate the 
3D environment. Thus, cause-e&ect relationships can 
be confounded. Furthermore, the audience’s position 
is considered carefully. The acoustic input sounds are 
caused by gestures, but if gestures are not seen in de-
tail, the cause-e&ect mechanics can be confounded.

Perception binds sonic and visual shapes that change 
or move simultaneously (gestalt of common fate), as 
well as those that change adequately proximal in time 
(gestalt of proximity/ sequential integration). Yet, the 
sense of sensory unison may not always correspond to 
the digital mappings, which range from transparent to 
opaque. Whilst moments of mechanical transparency 
indicate the instrument, moments of opaque mapping 

Figure 3. Technical diagram of the audio-visual instrument (2012). © Adriana Sa, 2012. Used with permission.

Figure 4. Screenshots of the AG#1 software (2012). © Adriana Sa, 2012. Used with permission.
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counteract its understanding – an invitation to explore 
perception itself. 

A few connections between sound and image are 
clearly perceived. Bigger visual changes occur imme-
diately upon sound detection (i.e. light particles and 
3D camera direction shifts). In addition, the speed of 
digital sound spatialization corresponds to the speed 
of image. 

Other factors bring inconsistency, confounding cause 
and e&ect relationships. Whereas the zither is always 
audible, the software only responds above certain 
amplitude. Bigger visual changes are consistent with 
zither input detection, but digital sounds are inconsis-
tent with that same detection (I can stop digital sound 
activation, and several audio recordings start with 
silence). Furthermore, using digital recordings of the 
zither makes acoustic input and digital output at times 
undistinguishable.

Sonic control and unpredictability
AG#1 operates through diatonic pitch tracking. Each 
of twelve pitch detection groups is mapped to four 
digital audio samples – the samples are organized in 
four banks assigned to game pad buttons. The me-
chanical relation between acoustic sound and digital 
sound may at times be opaque to the audience, and 
nevertheless transparent to myself as a performer. At 
other times, it becomes quite opaque to me as well. 

AG#1 operates according to mappings, but in perfor-
mance the outcome is not fully predictable. Firstly, the 
actual resilience of the zither playing exceeds its codi-
!ed terms – the digital processing does not handle all 
the acoustic information, since it is based on sampling 
the input. Secondly, the software at times considers 
elements that one is not perceptually aware of, and 
it responds accordingly. The incoming information is 
processed based on mathematical calculations and 

average values. Diversely, humans sample, chunk and 
prioritize the sensory information based on personal 
states of attention, on cognitive principles, and on 
the cross-sensorial context. When an instrument 
combines acoustic and digital sound, one can explore 
disparities between immediate and mediated sonic 
agency. They foster performative tension (Figure 5). 
As the instrument thresholds control and unpredict-
ability, it potentiates expression.

Several technical aspects convey performative control: 
the zither playing is audible regardless of whether the 
software detects it or not; the sample banks (not the 
samples themselves) are activated or muted through 
the game pad; and clear notes generate predictable 
response. 

Other technical aspects convey performative instabil-
ity. The zither tuning is somewhat ambivalent and 
a few of its strings are purposefully aged. Thus I do 
not fully predict which audio sample will be activated, 
and a single string sound may activate several digital 
sound recordings mapped to di&erent pitches. These 
may overlap with the acoustic sound,  or appear im-
mediately after, or overlap with subsequent sounds. 
Moreover, when the acoustic sound has no particular 
tonality – e.g. when zither strings are plucked, picked 
or strummed – the software response is unpredict-
able. And !nally, whereas playing mezzo forte or forte 
activates digital audio samples, playing piano does not 

– while 'uidly playing the zither, I do not fully predict 
where that threshold is. 

Visual continuity
Sonic complexity can be fully experienced because 
the demand for visual information processing is low, 
and visual discontinuities do not automatically attract 
attention. Yet, the image is not really continuous. The 
camera view over the 3D world changes, light particles 
appear and faint, either isolated or drawing paths 

through the world. Such variations subordinate to an 
overall continuity, as a few gestaltist principles facili-
tate visual simpli!cation. 

There are no changes of scenario in the 3D world. 
The emerging light particles are monochromatic and 
similarly shaped. This prompts the gestalt of invari-
ance (an object is recognized independent of rota-
tion, translation, scale, elastic deformations, di&erent 
lighting, and di&erent component features) and the 
gestalt of similarity (similar elements are grouped as 
part of the same form). Any accumulating particles 
create visual paths, which may draw subtle shifts in 
the foreseeable logic of events, producing ambivalent 
discontinuities – at low resolution such discontinuities 
become continuous. 

Adapting functionalities from a hovercraft racing vid-
eo-game, the 3D camera creates an undulating view 
over the 3D world. Pitch detection shifts the camera 
view in a corresponding direction. Given the acoustic 
complexity, camera movements are not linear, but 
they are also never abrupt (progressive discontinuity).

Perceptual synthesis in performance
The sonic motion oscillates between points of highest 
intensity (radical discontinuity) and lowest intensity 
(steady continuity). It is of maximum amplitude. The 
visual motion is much narrower. It produces an overall 

sense of continuity, with progressive and ambivalent 
discontinuities. 

As the performative arena links the physical and the 
digital space, the visual conveys a sense of total en-
vironment. The visual never reaches high intensity 
in itself; monochromatic light particles and smooth 
camera shifts are the most discontinuous changes.  
Those visual changes are synchronized with amplitude 
detection. Since the detection threshold is high, they 
are unlikely to skew surreptitious sounds.  

Because the audience’s attention to the image is de-
liberate rather than automatic, thus the ventriloquist 
e&ect does not occur (perceptual dislocation of the 
sound source toward the visual target). &) The spatial-
ization of sounds puts the focus in the physical space, 
rather than in the digital space beyond the screen. 

Perception is invited to follow sound organization, 
in its 'uid oscillation between tension and release. 
Except at points of radical sonic discontinuity, atten-
tion is predominantly under individual control. As one 
focuses on sonic complexity, that complexity causes 
changes in perceptual resolution. Because audio-visual 
percepts are synthesized at that resolution, sonic 
complexity also a&ects vision.  

Figure 5. Exploring 

disparities between acoustic 

and digital. © Adriana Sa, 

2012. Used with permission.
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CONCLUSION

The article exposes a frame of evidence in the ques-
tion of whether and how an audio-visual instrument 
can convey a sense of total environment without 
obfuscating the sonic experience. It hopes to bring 
the subtleties of a fundamental artistic concern into 
debate: conscious awareness can trace unusual paths 
through the unconscious, but it is conditioned by the 
narrow time limit of short-term memory and by the 
primary aim of the brain. The article describes a way 
to emphasize sonic complexity, and extend that com-
plexity to vision. 

Building upon existing research in neuroscience and 
psychology the article proposed that intensity derives 
from the combined e&ects of automatic and deliber-
ate attention. In this way, intensity depends on the 
relative impact of change, rather than on qualities 
that are speci!c to sounds or to images. I proposed a 
taxonomy that relates attention and intensity with dif-
ferent types of continuity and discontinuity. The cor-
responding terminology distinguishes whether appre-
hensions are primarily driven through stimuli, or if they 
are more under individual control. I also elaborated on 
the role of unpredictability in sonic expression. Fur-
thermore, I discussed the role of synchrony, proposing 
that the audio-visual mapping should foster a sense of 
causation, but confound the cause-e&ect relationships.

The investigation found three principles for the cre-
ation of audio-visual instruments. One, to dispense 
with radical visual discontinuities and minimize the 
demand for visual information processing. Visual 
changeability can rather be explored at detail level. 
Two, to threshold sonic control and unpredictability, in 
such a way that the instrument a&ords sonic complex-
ity and expression. The wealth of sound  organization 
will be fully experienced when combined with overall 
visual continuity. And three, to create fungible audio-
visual correspondences. Cause and e&ect relationships 
should range from transparent to opaque, at once 

highlighting the instrument and inviting attention to 
explore perception itself. 

The three principles enable a diversity of creative 
strategies. They must be speci!ed in each framework 
and technical platform. As an example, I described a 
personal instrument. It combines a zither and 3D soft-
ware, where sound and image a&ect each other recip-
rocally. The instrument addresses the three principles 
while reverting functionalities from video-game tech-
nologies, and exploring disparities between acoustic 
and digital outputs. 

Whilst the three principles suit a particular artistic sen-
sibility, the perceptual approach they are driven from 
also puts in evidence the unison of apparently contra-
dictory perspectives. It shows that whether moving 
images distract from audition, or sounds distract from 
vision, or synchrony is of bene!t to both, in fact the 
question is how perception is driven to handle the 
sensory input. 0
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